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to reflect and apply economical solutions to real world problems.
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Born from the desire to have a real impact in society, after assessing the
reforms from the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between troika
and the Portuguese government, our members have produced reports under
the Country Specific Recommendations (CSR) for the European Commission
in Portugal prosecuted by Policy Briefs on the Eurozone in partnership with
the European Banking Authority and Evaluations of Structural Reforms in partnership with the Ministry of Finance – GPEARI, among many others with the
support from our experienced professors at Nova SBE.
Today, with close to 80 members, we still expand our network and search for
new ways to improve our society as well as our understanding of it.
New ambitious goals lie ahead and with the help of our passionate and engaged
colleagues, teachers and sponsors, we can grow and contribute to mankind
by pursuing our dreams and ideas.
As Keynes said: “Ideas shape the course of history”.
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Dear Reader,

Sadly, the Summer does not last forever. However, there is good news, since the NEC Magazine
is back after a long break!
In this edition’s coverages, we briefly take a look at political economy issues that affect the
design of the Portuguese state budget, the tension between Italy and the EU and possible Euro
Area reforms. Moreover, we discuss the Brazilian presidential elections and the spillover effects
of the US-China trade war on other Asian economies. Lastly, we analyze the investor’s growing
interest in Morocco.
Then, we have the chance to ask a few questions to Professor Sérgio Rebelo, ranging from the
impact of automation in the labor market to his perspective on economics and his main advice
to young economists.
Finally, as Paul Romer became the latest Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences laureate,
we decided to highlight his career and main contributions.

We hope you enjoy reading this edition!
DUARTE
GONÇALVES
Chief Editor

MIGUEL
AMARAL
Editor

DIOGO
NETO
Editor

FRANCISCO
SANTOS
Editor
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SHORT FORESIGHT, LENGTHY
REPERCUSSIONS

Covered by Duarte Gonçalves

Nobel Laureate Albert Camus, arguably one of
the most influential writers in the 20th century,
once stated that “ it is no more immoral to
directly rob citizens than to slip indirect taxes
into the price of goods that they cannot do
without.”. Ethics aside, indirect taxes are one of
the most important inventions of mankind! Note
that, before the telephone, people could still talk.
Before the car, people could still walk. Before the
VAT, governments could not significantly raise
revenue without causing political uproar and
compromising reelection. Now, either people
do not fully understand the tax they are paying,
or they blame the intermediaries through which
the state taxes them. Game changing!
On a more serious note, the implementation of
this tax is a delicate matter, as it carries a tradeoff: on one hand, the VAT is quite less distortive
to the economy, as it is applied upon a broad
base of goods and has its economic incidence
on consumption rather than production. On

the other hand, it has a regressive character,
as poorer people spend a higher share of their
income on consumption. Some adaptations can
be made along the lines of this trade-off: differentiated rates, for instance, are often an attempt
at improving equity at the cost of efficiency. In
the end, if the correct balance is found, society
can benefit from the introduction of such a tax,
as opposed to an income-oriented tax base.
In Portugal, however, a lot of problems arise
around the VAT. The fact that it accounts for
almost 40% of the total tax revenue implies
that significant changes on its structure are only
made in times of desperation – meaning that
those changes are often for the worse. Politicians’
myopic vision usually means that they are far more
biased towards the present than what would be
optimum. As a result, this may hinder reforms that
could increase both efficiency and equity.
While in the discussion of this year’s state budget

“POLITICIANS’ MYOPIC VISION MAKES THEM PRESENT BIASED”

Figure 1 - António Costa (left) and Mário Centeno (right). Source: Gustavo Bom / Global Imagens
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Figure 2 - If McCandless can do it, why can’t we?. Source: Christophermccandless.info
we have seen the focus on VAT rate decreases
regarding cultural shows and bullfights (whose
effects are virtually negligible), not much has
been debated about the VAT on electricity. Back
in the aftermath of the crisis, in 2011, the rate
on electricity increased from 6% to 23%. Again,
desperate times call for desperate measures.
However, it is complicated to predict when (if
ever) this measure is going to be reverted.

extending public expenditures or cutting on
direct taxes. The same does not apply, at least
in the same extent, to indirect tax cuts.
In an ideal world, the government’s goal is to
maximize society’s well-being. In reality, what
matters is winning elections. Sometimes the two
are aligned, sometimes they are not. Maybe next
time…

For now, the government is going to reduce the
rate on a fixed component for low power consumption, with an estimated impact of roughly
20€/year per household, with the (apparent) goal
of delaying the full decrease in the electricity rate.
Here lies the problem: funnily enough, the 6%
rate is meant to be applied to basic needs. Still,
one can argue that if the guy from “Into the Wild”
survived without electricity, so can we. Secondly,
the decrease would be clearly progressive and
benefit lower income households the most.
Finally, it would address environmental concerns
and be efficient, as it would greatly benefit firms,
expanding their activity and leading to employment creation and economic growth.
So, what is stopping this? Well, it is all a matter
of timing. These effects would be felt by people
in the medium/long term. The elections are one
year away. Note that such a reform would imply,
in the short run, a considerable contraction in
government expenditures, creating a negative
perception among the electorate: a household
praises the government for increasing its income,
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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ITALY: POLITICAL
UNCERTAINTIES AND EU
CONFLIC TS

Covered by Diego Bonelli & Alessandro Liscai

Six months since the settlement of the Five
Stars-League anti-establishment government,
the policies followed by the previous political
parties have been dramatically interrupted. This
change in reforms seems not to be coherent with
a sustainable target. These policies have been
designed to embrace specific interests of each
party’s voters. Deviating from EU guidelines, the
reforms damaged the international credibility of
the country. Internal tensions, generated by the
divergence in political views inside the government, have increased the reputational damage,
widening markets’ instability and encouraging a
decrease in FDI.
The latest report from ISTAT shows a slowdown in
the real GDP annual growth, previously predicted
at 1.2% and now estimated at 0.8%. Italy’s structural weaknesses negatively affect the long-term
perspective. High-public debt represents a major
constraint and exposes the country to potential
shocks. Low productivity and the complexity of
the fiscal framework lie at the heart of the country’s dreary growth performance. Unemployment
stagnates around 11.5% in 2018 with a youth
unemployment of 31.6%. A pronounced flattening of the yield curve and the political instability climate yield to a negative outlook on Italian

Figure 3 - 10 years three months interest rate
spread. Source: OECD
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Figure 4 - BTP-BUND 1 year spread. Source: Il Sole 24
Ore
government bonds. The spread between 10-year
government bonds and 3-month ones is thinning, signalling an increase in the possibility of
economic slowdown for the future years. Due to
the political and economic climate of instability,
investors are starting to demand a higher return
on bonds with lower maturities (see figure 3).
The new reforms planned for 2019 mainly include
the implementation of “Citizenship income”, Flat
tax and “Quota 100” (consisting of pension after
60 years of age and 40 years of contributions).
The “Citizenship income” concerns a monthly
income of 780€ to mitigate the unemployment,
particularly in southern Italy where in certain
areas it reaches 40%. In addition, “Quota 100” has
been foreseen to address youth unemployment,
easing the generational turnover. The League’s
view on unemployment has always been more
firm-focused, hence the Flax tax has been proposed to increase employment by decreasing the
tax wedge. These measures negatively affect the
national current account, increasing the current
deficit (creating the first rise since 2011), and,
considering the few coverages and the scarce
GDP growth, also the long run debt.
On the October 23rd, the proposed draft budget
has been rejected by the European Commission,
since the 2.4% projected deficit for 2019 does not

EUROPE
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Figure 5 - Luigi di Maio (left) and Matteo Salvini (right). Source: Giornale di Sicilia
130% of GDP.

“ THESE MEASURES NEGATIVELY
AFFECT THE NATIONAL
CURRENT ACCOUNT,
INCREASING THE CURRENT
DEFICIT, AND, CONSIDERING
THE FEW COVERAGES AND THE
SCARCE GDP GROWTH, ALSO
THE LONG RUN DEBT.”

On the other hand, the trigger strategy that
the EU institutions are currently implementing could be a threat for the whole EU. After
Brexit, which already damaged the European
project, the European belonging sentiment
could be even more tightened if Italian government does not have enough freedom in
executing its policies.

comply with the EU fiscal rules requiring a 1.8%
predicted deficit.
This unprecedented event created frictions
between EU and the Italian government and
additional markets’ instability. Vice-president
Matteo Salvini publicly expressed his indifference
to EU recommendations prioritizing the national
interests over the European ones. Moreover, the
spread between BTP and German BUND picked
at 320bps, fading the QE’s effects (see figure 4).
To conclude, on one hand the proposed reforms
could be harmful to Italian public finances, since
Italy cannot further increase its debt, already at
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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A VOTE OF DESPAIR
Covered by Francisco Santos

Mr. Jair Bolsonaro won the second round of Brazil’s
presidential elections, accumulating roughly 58
million votes (55,13%), against 47 million votes
(44,87%) guaranteed by Fernando Haddad, leader
of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (Workers’ Party
- PT) for this election, after the imprisonment of
former president Lula da Silva. Despite being
almost certain, the outcome of this election triggered a worldwide debate around the question
“Why Him?”. Besides all his extremist positions,
ideas and declarations (which can be considered
homophobic, racist, sexist, xenophobic and bellicose), it’s important to understand why so many
Brazilians trusted Mr. Bolsonaro with the task of
leading Brazil’s destiny. The causes for this decision are recent and, at the same time, rooted in
the country’s History and cultural background.
Firstly, one has to link the rise in popularity of
Mr. Bolsonaro with the increasing and astonishing levels of crime and violence that affect the
Brazilian society. Nearly 64 thousand people were
murdered in Brazil last year. To have an idea, that’s
more than the number of people killed in the US
and the EU combined! Furthermore, 30% of the

residents in Rio de Janeiro were in the middle
of a crossfire, at least once in a lifetime. These
are unbelievable statistics, corroborated by the
testimonies of numerous Brazilians and immigrants that are too familiarized with the feeling
of living in constant fear. Despite being an outside-the-box response to such a serious issue,
Mr. Bolsonaro conquered many votes with its
violent and belligerent rhetoric, because, in his
own words, “a policeman who doesn’t kill isn’t a
policeman” and “a good criminal is a dead criminal”. In addition, he advocates an easier access to
guns for the Brazilian population. These populistic ideas and demagogue statements attracted
the attention of many exhausted and stressed
voters.
Secondly, it’s worthwhile looking at corruption and its effects on this election. There was
a major feeling of antipetismo (hatred of PT)
that surrounded the entire campaign, essential
for Bolsonaro’s victory, according to many specialists. This aversion to the historical and ruling
party in the past decade is due to two reasons:
Brazil’s worst-ever economic recession which

Figure 6 - Lula da Silva was seen as one of the frontrunners for the election before he was barred from
running by Brazil’s judicial system. Source: Hnery Milleo/Getty Images
NEC MAGAZINE
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Figure 7 - Supporters of Jair Bolsonaro. Source: Nelson Almeida/AFP/Getty Images
started during the governance of PT and the
multiple scandals of corruption involving the
party . Lava Jato, an enormous corruption investigation, is at the heart of this sentiment. Around
62% of Brazilian respondents in a survey identified corruption as Brazil’s biggest problem. This
triggered the rise of Mr. Bolsonaro, since the
future president of Brazil describes himself as
Anti-establishment, which is highly paradoxical,
given that he was a congressman for 28 years
and belonged to nine different parties.
To complete the triple threat that permitted
Mr. Bolsonaro’s election, one must also look to
the current economic situation that underlies
Brazilians’ decision. GDP per person was slashed
by 10% since the beginning of the recession,
there were around 12,5 million unemployed in
September 2018 and the budget deficit in 2017
weighed an impressive 7,8% of GDP . Economic
vote will always play an important role in any
election, and the Brazilian one wasn’t an exception. It is, to say the least, curious to note that
Fernando Haddad was only able to gather more
votes in the northeastern states of the country.
This was also the region that most benefited
from the welfare measures and social programs
developed during PT’s governance.

alleges that society prefers “bread,…,security,
order and peace” rather than “rights”;
- The weakness of the democratic system,
corroborated by a poll from 2017 which revealed
that almost 50% of the population were in favor
of a military intervention;
- The cleverness of the former army captain’s campaign by focusing on institutions that
Brazilians still believe in – family, religion and
armed forces;
- The still unknown contribution of fake
news spread through WhatsApp to alter the political position of Brazilians.
All of these, combined with the aspects mentioned earlier, contributed for the victory. It’s
crucial to acknowledge these issues and understand what can be done to defend democracy
and fight for what should be the right core of
values in a developed and just society. There are
no easy answers to such complex problems, but
there’s nothing stopping us from trying to reach
feasible and, simultaneously, dignifying solutions.
Populism was never the answer.

It is also necessary to take into account other
factors that influenced this outcome:
-The History of Brazil’s political and economic system of Brazil, influenced by Positivism
since its foundation, a philosophy that, in the
words of a Mexican Positivist, Francisco Cosmes,
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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HOW DOES THE US-CHINA
TRADE WAR AFFEC T THE
ASIAN ECONOMIES?
Covered by Rita Moreira

Over the past few months, the so-called trade war
between the United States and China has intensified, with both countries increasing tariffs on
imported products. The outcome of this conflict
is yet to be determined, as well as the impact on
the Asian economies.
Part of Donald Trump’s electoral campaign
stood on the promise to make trade fairer for the
United States, ending with what he describes as
unfair and illegal transfers of intellectual property to China. After taking the Office, the current
President started imposing tariffs on some of
the goods imported from China, such as solar
panels and washing machines. The tariffs started
on 10% and are to rise to 25% by the end of the
year, unless both countries negotiate a deal that
reverts this decision. So far, the tariffs comprise
about half of China’s exports to United States.

The Trump administration has announced that it
plans to raise tariffs on all goods imported from
China, which accounted for 500 billion dollars
last year. Thus, China has retaliated, also imposing tariffs on United States’ exports to the country.
The International Monetary Fund predicts that
the imposition of such tariffs might decrease the
global growth in 2020 by 0.5 percentage points.
The imposition of tariffs is already being felt by
the Chinese economy, and might also affect other
neighbouring countries which are very dependent on trade with China, such as Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan and Singapore. The imposed policies affect the global supply chains, which obviously impacts the Asian countries that export a lot
of products to China. About 30% of the value of
goods exported from China to the United States
comes from other countries. This suggests that

“30% OF THE VALUE OF GOODS EXPORTED FROM CHINA TO THE US
COMES FROM OTHER COUNTRIES”

Figure 8 - Select Chinese economic indicators. Source: FT
NEC MAGAZINE
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these economies are in a delicate situation, and
will most likely suffer the impact of the United
States’ trade policies. Furthermore, the Chinese
domestic consumption might slow down in
response to the tougher trade environment,
affecting the countries that supply that consumption. Nevertheless, the effects of the trade
war might differ across countries. Some Asian
economies such as Malaysia and Vietnam, which
produce low-end products, might benefit in the
long run by increasing their exports to the United
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States seem not to be ready to give up the conflict, with Peter Navarro, Trump’s trade advisor,
warning that there will be no soon end to the
trade war and attributing “trust issues” concerning
the relationship with China. On the other hand,
both Xi Jinping and Wang Qishan (the Chinese
Vice-President) have recently given speeches reinforcing the Chinese will to cut a deal that suits
both countries, stimulating cooperation between
the two economies. If these are actual and achievable intentions is still a mystery . However, expectations are high for the G-20 summit in Argentina,
which will take place by the end of this November,
where Donald Trump and Xi Jinping will meet and
discuss the trade issues and a possible deal.

Figure 9 - Peter Navarro. Source: ATP Photo/Andrew Harnik.
States. Other countries that produce products
with higher value added, such as South Korea,
might also take China’s place and increase trade
with the United States.
When will the trade war end is a question that
remains unanswered, with important representatives from both countries giving the press contradictory indications. On one hand, the United

Figure 10 - Change in 2020 GDP due to the
trade war in selected Asian economies. Source:
FT
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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ROCKING MOROCCO
Covered by Rodrigo Camacho

Although regarded as the world’s poorest region,
Africa has started to increase international investors’ appetite. Sanitation is indeed scarce, water
insufficient, and treatable diseases easily develop
into plagues. And yes, political conflicts and outright war are common. Yet, the continent has
hidden gems, which are becoming increasingly
appealing. These are not exactly news: after all,
numerous countries in Africa have been coveted
for long. The newsflash is that these countries are
not natural resources-intense. Diverse in background, they possess fewer resources, but stronger institutions, and a fairer distribution of income,
when compared to other, natural resourcesintense, African nations. On this article, the spotlight is given to Morocco.
It currently ranks 13/54 regarding African GDPs per
capita (PPP).1 Since the mid-1990s, it went through
reforms aimed at liberalizing the economy.2 And
as of 2000, growth is usually revolving 4%. It is a
nation which still maintains some underdeveloped country traces. Although agriculture only
accounts for 14% of GDP, it employs almost half
of the labor force. Moreover, industry and mining
represent a third of GDP.
As for services, the weight is approximately half
of the GDP. Within this realm, Tourism is one of
the biggest bets, being the second-larger international currency earner (after the phosphate industry). The government presented a plan to receive
20 million tourists/year by 2020, aiming for the
sector’s weight to be 20% of GDP. Most tourists
come from Europe, mainly due to their purchasing power and closeness to Morocco, expecting to
visit the region’s ancient cities and beaches. Due
to the increasing national dependency in coal, the
government enacted a long-term plan which bets
heavily on renewable energies3. Their short-run
goal is to ease the pressure of said dependence,
but the long-term purpose is to export its future
energy surplus.
Although plain economics do matter, the lack
of political disturbance is a serious candidate in
explaining investor’s growing interest. Politics
promoted a Westernization of the regime. In 2017,
the Democracy Index upgraded the country from
“authoritarian” to “hybrid”.4 Furthermore, reforms
NEC MAGAZINE

in 2011 gave more powers to the government and
less to the king. Being the Alaouites the longestserving dynasty amongst Arabs, long-lasting stability has been quasi-permanent, which is rather
rare in Africa. It maintains excellent relations with
the West (due to economic and historical reasons,
being a key NATO partner), but also with the Arab
world (due to culture and religion) and with other
African Nations (due to geostrategic reasons). The
most sensitive subject of Morocco’s diplomacy
– Western Sahara – is one which has turned out
in Morocco’s favor. Although the region is formally independent, its de facto administration
is Moroccan.5 Controlling over two-thirds of said
territory, Morocco holds its richest part, and has
an almost exclusive access to the sea. Since the
1991’s ceasefire, the area has been peaceful, with
no incidents reported. Having its Algerian border
closed – a spillover of the aforementioned conflict – is the only diplomatic setback which lingers.
Regarding Human rights, the current monarch has
enacted an appeasement policy, with an “Equity
and Reconciliation” commission being created by
the parliament. Preoccupations regarding gender
equality are also visible in the lists which run for
parliament, as there are exclusive lists for women.
It also considers professional classes and unions,
as there are reserved seats for both. The latest
elections were deemed fair and voter turnout
was similar to Western, also a sign of the democracy’s maturity. The main issues still lingering in
Morocco are restrictions on free-speech6, sexual
orientation7, and religion8.
A key aspect in maintaining prospects is demographics. Morocco still retains an underdeveloped
population pyramid, with its bulk being majorly
composed of children, teenagers, and young
adults.9 Alongside 35 million inhabitants, it has
all the potential to become a vibrant economy.
Since its independence, investment in health
increased prosperity and human capital. Allowing
for more longevity and life quality, these led to a
more robust emergence of a Moroccan middle
class. Alongside these investments, progress in
Education standards has been made. Morocco’s
literacy rate rose from 30% (in the 1980s) to 70%
(in 2015). Currently, it has 50 universities, with
some renowned ones, such as Al-Akhawayn
University, the first English-language University

AFRICA
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Wrapping it up, investors keen on Africa should
regard Morocco as a strong candidate for their
capital’s destination. Whether due to geographic
or socioeconomic reasons, this nation is one of
Africa’s most mature and respected societies. A
crossroads between many cultures, it will prove to
be a key entry point to Africa, a continent whose
potential is boundless.
Figure 11 - Moroccan GDP growth. Source: Trading Economics.
in Northern Africa. Founded in 859 A.D. and considered by the UNESCO as the oldest university
in the world, the al-Qarawiyin University is also
home-based. Furthermore, Moroccan diaspora is
a strong one. Mainly located in Western countries,
its size is notable in countries such as France (1
million), Spain (700 thousand), and Israel (where
Moroccan-Jews make up the second-largest
ethnic subgroup)10. Being spread throughout
these countries, these citizens aid in stimulating
foreign appetite for the nation.
Nevertheless, and despite the importance
of other factors, cultural aspects are increasingly deemed as key in international relations.
Regarded as an Islamic country, Morocco easily
transcends that label. Its roots can be traced
back to the Roman Era, where it existed intermittently as an autonomous entity, often fully independent. Nevertheless, with Islam’s expansion,
Morocco absorbed new elements in its mainly
Berber culture. The traces acquired during this
period (which prevail) – consisting of a mix of
Arabic and Berber influences – are usually labeled
as being Moorish and exist mainly in North Africa.
Then, it went through a long period of wealth
and prosperity. Regardless of the subsequent
stagnation – widespread in the Islamic world – it
never ceased to be a beacon of stability. Being the
ruling house since the XV century, the Alaouites
have been active promoters of said stability.
With a 99% Islamic population, religious quasihomogeneity guarantees no religious unrest.
Regardless of this homogeneousness, Moroccans
are everything but closed-minded. Accustomed
to trade with Europeans, most speak Arabic,
Berber and a Western language, easing the establishment of economic ties. Furthermore, having
a similar climate to the Iberian one in the North
– where roughly 95% of the population lives –
costs of adaption for both sides are simplified.
Moreover, its diverse climate elsewhere (namely
the arid South and the cool coast) enriches the
country’s economic reality.

Figure 12 - Agricultural field in Northern Morocco. Source: World Bank.
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NEC TALKS

SÉRGIO REBELO:
AUTOMATION IN THE
LABOUR MARKET
An interview by the NEC Magazine team

For this edition, we had the opportunity to ask a few questions to Professor Sérgio Rebelo, who currently teaches at the Kellogg School of Management, at Northwestern University. He is one of the most
influential Portuguese researchers in the area of economics, with the main focus of his work inciding
on Economic Growth. Lately, he has also been approaching how the latter is affected by artificial intelligence. As a coincidence, this short interview was conducted before the Nobel Memorial Prize recipient was revealed. It turned out that this year’s winner, Paul Romer, happened to be one of his advisors
during his doctoral program.
NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: Interestingly enough,
you have a masters degree in operational research.
How do you believe that has given you an edge
in your researching career?

students catch up by themselves, still others go
way beyond what most students need in terms
of math skills. It is important not to confuse economics with mathematics.

SÉRGIO REBELO: I started writing papers with
my advisor, Robert King, in the Summer of my
first year as a Ph.D. student. This early start would
have been impossible without what I learned
in Portugal. This learning process had three
components.

NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: One of the topics that
you have been approaching is the impact of automation in the labor market, and policies such as
a “robot tax”, a debate that, as pretty much every
public economics’ issue, also relies on a tradeoff
between efficiency and equity. The question here
is if the equity gains that arise from redistributing wealth from what you call the “nonroutine”
workers to the “routine” workers are enough to
fully compensate the efficiency costs of taxing
inputs?

The first, was the excellent preparation that I
received in my undergraduate studies which, I
must confess, were at Católica. It was at Católica
that I learned how to think like an economist.
Economic intuition takes years to acquire and it
is in many ways more important than math skills.
The second, were a few master courses that I
attended at Nova. I remember, in particular, the
awesome macroeconomics course taught by
António Pinto Barbosa, which covered recent
papers that were at the frontier of macroeconomic research.
The third, was the masters in Operations Research
at Técnico that you mentioned. When I arrived in
the U.S. I knew some dynamic programing and
continuous-time optimization which were, of
course, very useful.
NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: How do you believe
the foundations in applied mathematics that are
given by economics degrees have improved over
the last decades?
SÉRGIO REBELO: It varies across programs.
Some programs do a great job, others let the
NEC MAGAZINE

SÉRGIO REBELO: I’ve been working on the question of whether we should tax robot use with
João Guerreiro, a Portuguese Ph.D. student at
Northwestern, and Pedro Teles a Professor at
Católica and a researcher at the Bank of Portugal.
The problem is a bit more complex than a simple
trade-off between efficiency and equity. There’s
a famous result in public finance, derived by
two Noble laureates, Peter Diamond and James
Mirrlees, according to which we should preserve production efficiency even in a secondbest world, where the government has to collect
revenue using distortionary taxes. The DiamondMirrless result suggests that we should not tax the
use of robots because this tax reduces production efficiency. But it turns out that the assumptions made by Diamond and Mirrless require
taxing routine and non-routine workers at different taxes. In practice, this tax discrimination is
difficult to implement due to informational constraints (non-routine workers can pretend to be
routine workers to pay lower taxes). The design
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Figure 11 - Sérgio Rebelo. Source: Kellogg School of Management.
of optimal tax systems in the presence of these
information constraints was studied in another
famous public-finance paper by James Mirrless.
We use the techniques developed in this paper
in our analysis. Robot taxes turn out to be useful
before automation is complete because they
improve the wages of routine workers.
NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: Can’t a change in the
education paradigm achieve the equity goals
while sacrificing less efficiency than taxation?
If the resources that are (to some extent inefficiently) used in the education for “routine”
tasks were shifted towards “non-routine” tasks,
couldn’t society achieve a higher equity level
more efficiently?

main concerns that this increasing inequality
brings, and what can be done to tackle this?
SÉRGIO REBELO: This is indeed a difficult challenge because it would require international
cooperation. But the rise in income inequality has
made countries turn inward and become more
nationalistic.
NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: Lastly, what were the
main changes that your perspective on economics and on the profession itself went through over
your career, and what advices would you give to
the young economists out there in the dawn of
their career?

SÉRGIO REBELO: Transferring routine workers
to non-routine occupations through education
or professional training is clearly a good idea. The
challenge of the fourth industrial revolution is
that changes that in previous revolutions took
decades to occur might happen in years, leaving
workers with very little time to adapt to a new
world.

SÉRGIO REBELO: There have been several large
transformations. The first, is the use of large-scale
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models.
The second, is the use of large-scale microeconomic data sets, sometime with trillions of observations. The third, is behavior economics, a blend
of economics and psychology. The fourth, is the
use of experiments in development economics
but also in other areas.

NEC MAGAZINE TEAM: We often observe the
automation issue being addressed intra-nationally, but it is clear that the technological progress also carries implications regarding inequalities between developed and in developing countries, since the former tend to reap the almost
entirety of the benefits. Therefore, what are the

A great way of learning economics more deeply is
to be a research assistant or a teaching assistant
for a professor who is willing to mentor you. I had
the great fortune of being a teaching assistant for
António Pinto Barbosa and Aníbal Cavaco Silva. I
continue to use today what I learned from them.
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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EURO AREA REFORM:
FOURTEEN HEADS THINK
BET TER THAN ONE
Written by Francisco Delgado

In the aftermath of the financial crisis, there was
a consensus that the Euro Area was in need of a
drastic reform. Ten years later it still is. Ineffective
fiscal rules and a flawed financial architecture
have fueled resentment and political tensions
across Europe, that can help to explain Brexit and
the populist surge in the continent. Reform in the
Euro Area is not on top of policymakers’ priority
list but it should be. The future of Europe may
depend on it.
Reforming the Euro Area has been on the table
for a long time but, inevitably, a fundamental disagreement brings conversations to a halt: some
promote enhanced risk sharing between countries, more flexible fiscal rules and common budgetary mechanisms while others, often led by
Germany, would like to see more incentives for
prudent policies and no additional risk sharing.
The deadlock brought about by these two positions was addressed recently by a group of

Figure 12 - Europe’s doom loop. Source: Stratfor.
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fourteen economists (seven French and seven
German), in a paper entitled “Reconciling risk
sharing with market discipline: a constructive
approach to Euro Area reform”.The essay proposed six reforms which conciliated the two
seemingly opposed views. Starting with measures for more and better risk sharing, the group
proposed to break the doom loop by a common
deposit insurance that would have its premium
related to the sovereign risk, to keep incentives
for prudent policies. Then, the economists promoted the creation of a safe asset, based on a
diversified sovereign debt portfolio to be seen
as an alternative to sovereign bonds to mitigate
the risk of a country specific shock. On this topic,
it was also proposed the creation of an unemployment reinsurance fund that would help participating countries to absorb economic shocks.
Concerning changes to the fiscal policy, the
paper advocated that the current Stability and
Growth Pact should be dropped and replaced

TO WORK OR NOT TO WORK?

“INEFFEC TIVE FISCAL RULES
AND A FLAWED FINANCIAL
ARCHITEC TURE HAVE FUELED
RESENTMENT AND POLITICAL
TENSIONS ACROSS EUROPE”
by a simple expenditure rule (expenditure must
not grow faster than nominal output) that would
have in view long-term debt reduction. This rule
would be enforced by a newly created financial
European watchdog and, in case of infringement,
the violating country would have to finance
excess spending by issuing a junior bond, whose
maturity would be automatically extended in
case of an ESM program. Furthermore, if it is considered that the debt of a given country cannot
be managed by conditional lending, institutional
settings should be created for an orderly sovereign debt restructuring. Note that this solution
would be a last resort fix. The final proposition
is to reform the institutional architecture of the
EU by implementing two measures: separation
between the prosecutor and the watchdog,
to increase the perceived democratization of a
sanction process for example; and, as a second
measure, enhance the power of the European
Stability Mechanism (ESM) to work as a European
IMF with additional political implications. This
would allocate the responsibility and accountability of conditional lending to this separate
body, to further increase transparency in the decision process of the Commission.
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consensus it tried to obtain. Nevertheless, it is a
laudable effort to have a constructive approach to
Euro Zone reform, and it must be seen as a starting point for building bridges between the two
sides of the aisle. We can only hope policymakers get energized by the attitude so that they can
introduce the much needed changes to Europe.
However, the fate of Europe doesn’t lie solely in
the hands of those who govern. Once informed
about the main points of the debate, it is our
responsibility as young economists to ponder on
these questions and contribute to the discussion.
While the current form of the European project
is being questioned from different directions, its
founding values remain beyond approach and
must be protected.

These reform proposals generated a lively
debate between economists. Several questions
were raised. Some argued that the 7+7 Report
(how the paper became to be known as) didn’t
approach legacy issues, this is, the current state
of indebtedness of countries and the issues that it
engendered. Moreover, another concern was that
debt restructuring as a last resort was being taken
too lightly and that it is extremely hard to determine if a country is actually insolvent. Regarding
fiscal policy, the proposals were deemed positive
but insufficient, as many commentators believe
in the need for the creation of a centralized fiscal
authority, capable of monitoring and steer the
aggregate fiscal stance. A final important critique
is that the report has a Northern bias, as it fails to
address problems of peripheral countries such as
the risk of a debt run, stating that the measures
increase the vulnerability of countries with higher
debt legacy.
As we have seen, the 7+7 Report was far from the
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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ECONOMISTS IN THE SPOTLIGH

PAUL ROMER:
ENDOGENIZING
TECHNOLOGY
This year, early in the month of October, in a long
awaited event held in the Royal Swedish Academy, amidst the scraping of chairs by invited
guests and the nervous coughing of journalists,
eager to get a scoop on the most prestigious
prize in the field of Economics, the secretary
general of the academy announced in careful,
measured swedish the winners of this year’s edition of the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences:
Paul Romer and William Nordhaus.
Although some might be surprised at this year’s
winners, their names are far from obscure, as
both have been long running favourites for the
prize for their contributions to growth theory.
In this article, we will focus in particular on Paul
Romer and his work over his long academic career.

Economists have long pondered over the roots
of economic growth, ever since Adam Smith inquired on the nature and causes of the wealth of
nations, and it was this very topic that motivated
Romer to pursue economics as a career. Faced
with a graph of economic growth on England
from the eleventh century to the present day, he
was led to wonder about what had driven such
a stark trend.
Once he was acquainted with the state of affairs
in economic growth theory, he found it unsatisfactory. Romer puzzled over the fact that technological change, which seems to be the key
driver to modern economic growth, was exogenous to the (at the time) state of the art Solow
model, the neoclassical workhorse. This blatant

Figure 13 - Paul Romer. Source: Getty Images/Slaven Vlasic
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Highlighted by Filipe Pereira

PAUL KRUGMAN

“ROMER PUZZLED OVER THE
FAC T THAT TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE, WHICH SEEMS TO BE
THE KEY DRIVER TO MODERN
ECONOMIC GROW TH, WAS
EXOGENOUS TO THE (AT THE
TIME) STATE OF THE ART SOLOW
MODEL”
attempt at handwaving struck him as fanciful,
thus being necessary an endogenization of that
missing factor.
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More recently, Paul Romer was involved in a row
which led to his resignation from the World Bank.
Among other things, he criticised a perceived
politicization of the “Ease of Doing Business” report, and expressed doubts about the intellectual integrity of the World Bank’s researchers.
Although his academic achievements may have
been overshadowed by these recent controversies, the significance of Paul Romer’s contributions to growth theory is undeniable. For this
very reason, the Nobel committee’s bestowment of the prize is commendable.

His PhD thesis, a first attempt at endogenization
of technological change, incorporated into the
traditional growth models a “learning by doing”
element. This was modeled by making technology a function of the capital stock, which meant
that knowledge was acquired as each individual firm used capital, this knowledge spreading to other firms over time. This first attempt
had, however, a crucial flaw: since “learning by
doing” only spread out to other firms partially,
there would be a natural monopoly. As such, a
competitive equilibrium would be impossible
in this model.
Romer’s breakthrough came with his 1990 paper “Endogenous Technological Change”, where
inventions, despite being given patent, are partially substitutable by other inventions (thus resulting in monopolistic competition instead of
a monopoly). Other than increasing productivity, inventions could also be freely used as inputs for other inventors. If Romer’s contribution
to growth theory could be pinned down to one
paper, it would be this one.
Not content with working on economic growth
solely in theory, Romer has been an advocate
of “charter cities”, that is, regions in developing
countries which would be subject to a different
legal regime and external governance, with the
objective of promoting economic growth.
In the last few years Romer has been a centrepiece in several controversies, the first of
which involves his opposition to what he calls
“mathiness” in economics, which he sees as “a
style that authors can use to persuade the reader (and themselves) to adopt conclusions that
do not follow by the rules of logic [and] that tolerates wishful thinking instead of precise, clearly articulated reasoning”. In particular, Romer
accused one of his thesis supervisors, Robert
Lucas, himself a Nobel prize winner, of engaging in this style.
SEPTEMBER & OC TOBER 2018
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